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ABSTRACT
A nonparametric Bayesian contextual focused topic model
(cFTM) is proposed. The cFTM infers a sparse (“focused”)
set of topics for each document, while also leveraging contextual information about the author(s) and document venue.
The hierarchical beta process, coupled with a Bernoulli process, is employed to infer the focused set of topics associated
with each author and venue; the same construction is also
employed to infer those topics associated with a given document that are unusual (termed “random effects”), relative
to topics that are inferred as probable for the associated author(s) and venue. To leverage statistical strength and infer
latent interrelationships between authors and venues, the
Dirichlet process is utilized to cluster authors and venues.
The cFTM automatically infers the number of topics needed
to represent the corpus, the number of author and venue
clusters, and the probabilistic importance of the author,
venue and random-effect information on word assignment
for a given document. Efficient MCMC inference is presented. Example results and interpretations are presented
for two real datasets, demonstrating promising performance,
with comparison to other state-of-the-art methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval-Clustering; H.2.8 [Information Systems Applications]: Database Applications-Data mining

General Terms
Algorithm, Experimentation
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With the popularization of Web applications and other
digital media, frequently one is interested in analyzing a
large corpus [14, 1, 11, 13, 26], and it is desirable to place
the analysis of such data within the context of other readily
available associated information [22, 19, 6, 18, 5]. For example, with a large corpus, many documents may be written by
the same authors or groups of authors, and it is desirable to
account for this information when analyzing the documents
[22]. It is likely that a given author may concentrate on a
subset of topics, and utilization of this information may help
infer the topics associated with each of the documents in the
corpus. Further, each document is typically published in a
venue (e.g., magazine, newspaper, website, conference proceedings, etc.), and the network of venue information also
carries significant information [6] (the inference of topics associated with any single document is influenced by other
documents published at the same or similar venues). It
is therefore of interest to learn interrelationships between
venues, and between the authors, to allow an appropriate
sharing of information from multiple documents.
In the specific examples considered in this paper, the corpus of documents consists of technical papers and proposals, and we leverage information from the associated author
names and publication venues. We propose a novel nonparametric Bayesian approach that extends the recently developed focused topic model (FTM) [28]. We refer to the proposed model as a contextual FTM, or cFTM, as it is capable
of accounting for an arbitrary set of relational contextual information; while here we focus on two forms of context, author names and publication venues, the basic approach may
be extended to arbitrary types and numbers of context. The
model is nonparametric in the sense that it infers the number of topics characteristic of the corpus automatically, and
it also infers a clustering of the authors and venues (such
that documents from similar authors and venues influence
the topics associated with any given document). In addition to increasing the power of the model by appropriate
sharing of data, the clustering of venues and authors is of
interest in its own right, for inferring relational information.
The Dirichlet process [9, 10, 21, 25] is employed to perform
the clustering nonparametrically (the number of clusters required of the data is inferred, and additional clusters may
be added as new data warrants).
The proposed cFTM has three principal advantages compared to related models: (1) It automatically infers the
number of topics by combining properties from the Dirichlet process [25] and hierarchical beta process [27], allowing
an unbounded number of topics for the entire corpus, while

Figure 1: The graphical model for the proposed contextual focused topic model (cFTM), where A is the
total set of authors, V is the total set of venues.
The shaded variable is the observable variable and
the hyper-parameters are omitted.
inferring a focused (sparse) set of topics for each individual
document. (2) The cFTM nonparametrically clusters the
authors and venues, thereby increasing statistical strength
while also inferring useful relational information. (3) Instead
of pre-specifying the importance of author/venue information (as was done in [6]), the cFTM automatically infers
the document-dependent, probabilistic importance of the
author/venue information on word assignment.

2.

CONTEXTUAL FOCUSED TOPIC MODEL

Consider a corpus of N documents with W unique words
in the vocabulary, A unique authors, and V unique venues.
The corpus is represented as {dn , an , vn }n=1,...,N , where dn
denotes the set of words in document n (the order of the
words is exchangeable, i.e., a bag-of-words model), an consists of a subset of authors from the set {1, · · · , A}, and
vn ∈ {1, · · · , V } is the venue index. Each document appears in one venue and has one or multiple authors.

2.1

Word Assignment

In a topic model, document n is typically characterized
by a distribution over topics, θ n , and topic k by a distribution over words, β k . Let wni ∈ {1, . . . , V } denote word
i in document n. Each wni is assumed constituted by first
drawing a single topic index zni ∈ {1, . . . , K} from a multinomial distribution with probability vector θ n ; then wni is
drawn from a multinomial distribution with probability vector β zni . Different topic models are distinguished by how
{θ n }n=1,N are constituted. For example, in latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [1], an early topic model, the words are
generated as
wni ∼ Discrete(β zni ), zni ∼ Discrete(θ n )

(1)

β k ∼ Dir(η, · · · , η), θ n ∼ Dir(αθ , · · · , αθ )

(2)

where Discrete(β zni ) is a distribution over indices, from
which a single index is drawn from a multinomial distribution, with probability vector β zni defining the probabilities
of selecting the indices; η and αθ are hyperparameters. In
this simple model the θ n are drawn independently, not leveraging information from across the corpus, and not leveraging
contextual information. We first discuss how this is gener-

alized such that the distribution over topics for document
n accounts for author and venue information, while also allowing a document-dependent “random effect” that accounts
for idiosyncratic characteristics of a given document (e.g., an
outlier among papers by particular authors, published in a
particular venue).
Let µj represent a distribution over topics for author j ∈
{1, . . . , A}, and let µv represent a distribution over topics
for venue v ∈ {1, . . . , V }. Finally, let ϑn represent a distribution over topics for document n, with this term constituting a “random effect” term, meaning that it captures
unique aspects of document n that are not captured by the
distribution over topics associated with the corresponding
author(s) and venue. Recalling that an denotes the authors
associated with document n, the averaged author distribution over topics for document n is
1 X
µ
(3)
µ̂n =
|an | j∈a j
n

where |an | is the number of authors in document n. In
(3) each of the |an | authors is assumed to contribute topics equally (uniformly) to document n; the model may be
extended to infer the relative importance of the individual
authors to multi-author documents (this may be done in a
manner analogous to that discussed below, where we infer
the importance of the author(s), venue and random effects
to topic generation).
In the proposed model, word wni is drawn either from
ϑn , µ̂n or ν vn , where vn is the venue of document n. The
probability of selecting
from these is respectively λn1 , λn2
P
and λn3 , with 3j=1 λnj = 1 and λnj ≥ 0. Assuming {ϑn },
{µj } and {ν v } are given/specified, the generative model is
wni ∼ Discrete(β zni ), zni ∼ Discrete(θ ni )

(4)

β k ∼ Dir(η, · · · , η)
θ ni = hni1 ϑn + hni2 µ̂n + hni3 ν vn

(5)
(6)

(hni1 , hni2 , hni3 ) ∼ Mult(λn1 , λn2 , λn3 )
(λn1 , λn2 , λn3 ) ∼ Dir(α, α, α)

(7)
(8)

where (hni1 , hni2 , hni3 ) ∈ {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)} is a three
dimensional binary vector indicating which of the three terms
the word wni belongs to.
The construction in (4)-(8) will prove convenient for inference; however, to connect it to more-conventional models
like (1), (4)-(8) is equivalent to specifying θ n = λn1 ϑn +
λn2 µ̂n + λn3 ν vn , where λn1 represents the probability that
wni is drawn from a topic unanticipated from the authors
and venue, λn2 represents the probability that the associated
topic is characteristic of the author(s), and λn3 quantifies the
probability that the topic is characteristic of the venue.
This decomposition suggests developing focused (sparse)
topic distributions for {ϑn }, {µj } and {ν v }, such that each
of these distributions over topics focuses on the characteristics of authors and venues, while also identifying randomeffect topics not anticipated by either; the construction of
focused distributions for {ϑn }, {µj } and {ν v } is detailed
in Section 2.3. We first discuss how we may cluster the authors and venues, with the clustering manifested in terms
of the probabilities over topics, {µj } and {ν v }; within each
author/venue cluster, topic usage is similar.

2.2

Author and Venue Clustering

It is expected that authors working in the same area tend
to write documents addressing similar topics. It is also anticipated that publication venues that are closely related to
one other (e.g., KDD and SDM), tend to publish documents
on similar topics. So motivated, we seek to cluster authors
and venues based on their usage of topics. This clustering
is performed nonparametrically through use of the Dirichlet
process (DP) [10].
The probability vectors {µj } are drawn from a DP as
µj ∼ Ĝµ with Ĝµ ∼ DP(λµ , Gµ ), and a stick-breaking construction is employed [21]. Hence, µj is drawn
µj ∼

∞
X

cm δµ∗m

(9)

m=1

cm = c0m

Y

(1 − c0l ), c0l ∼ Beta(1, λµ )

(10)

l<m

λµ ∼ Gamma(g, h),

(11)

µ∗m

where each
is drawn i.i.d. from the “base” probability
measure Gµ , and δµ∗m is a unit point measure concentrated
at µ∗m . The form of Gµ is discussed in Section 2.3. Letting
c represent the vector of probabilities c = (c1 , . . . )T , we
denote the above process as c ∼ Stick(λµ ). In practice, the
P
∗
number of “sticks” is truncated as µj ∼ M
m=1 cm δµm , with
c0M = 1. We similarly draw the {ν v } as ν v ∼ Ĝν with
Ĝν ∼ DP(λν , Gν ).
In (9), cm represents the probability that a given µj is
associated with cluster m; cluster m has a corresponding
probability vector over topics defined by µ∗m . Therefore,
the number of components in the vector c with significant
weight plays an important role in defining the number of
clusters the vectors {µj } are associated with. In this context
parameter λµ is important, with only one cluster manifested
as λµ → 0 (in this case all probability vectors in the set {µj }
are the same), and when λµ → ∞ all of the components in c
have infinitesimal weight (in this case all probability vectors
in the set {µj } are unique, with probability one). Since
λµ and λν are important parameters, each is inferred, with
gamma priors placed on each.
What remains is to define Gµ and Gν , as well as the distribution on {ϑn }. These probability distributions are defined
in a hierarchical manner, through a generalization of the
focused topic model [28].

2.3

Hierarchical Beta Process

A direct extension of the LDA framework in (1) is to
let the document-dependent random effects be drawn ϑn ∼
Dir(αϑ , · · · , αϑ ), and similarly to define Gµ = Dir(αµ , · · · , αµ )
and Gν = Dir(αν , · · · , αν ). However, in this setting the
number of topics needs to be set a priori. Further, by the
construction in (6) it is desirable that the probability vector µj “focus” on the topics typically associated with author
j, with ν v focusing on the topics typically associated with
venue v. The probability vector ϑn may then focus on those
topics associated with document n that are unique to that
document, and not addressed by the probabilities over topics associated with the corresponding author(s) and venue.
These objectives motivate extending the focused topic model
[28] for the purposes of the proposed model. In [28, 32] a
beta-Bernoulli construction was employed to infer focused
topics. Here we extend this setting to a hierarchical beta
process (HBP) setting, coupled with the Bernoulli process;

the hierarchical construction is motivated by our use of relational information, which was not considered in [28, 32].
The hierarchical beta process (HBP) was first studied in
[27] and applied to dictionary learning for image reconstruction [33]. Reviewing, a draw B ∼ BP(c0 , B0 ) is defined by
a real constant c0 > 0 and a probability measure B0 . The
measure B may be expressed in the form
B=

∞
X

πk δβk

(12)

k=1

where each β k is drawn i.i.d. from B0 . If B0 is a continuous (non-atomic) probability measure, then each πk ∈
[0, 1] is drawn i.i.d. from the “degenerate” beta distribution
c0 π −1 (1 − π)c0 −1 , which has a singularity at π = 0, encouraging that only a minority of the {πk } will have significant
values,
away from π = 0. For an atomic base measure B0 =
P
k qk δωk , with qk ∈ [0, 1], the draw B is of the same form
as in (12), but now πk ∼ Beta(c0 qk , c0 (1 − qk )). A draw B
from a beta process is often linked with a Bernoulli
P∞ process,
where X ∼ Bernoulli(B) is of the form X =
k=1 bk δωk ,
with bk ∈ {0, 1} and bk ∼ Bernoulli(πk ).
While the form of B0 is general, here B0 = Dir(η, . . . , η),
and therefore each draw β k ∼ B0 corresponds to a topic,
reflected in a distribution over the W words in the vocabulary; this is the same β k as considered in thePabove discussion (e.g., in (1)), but now the πk in B = ∞
k=1 πk δβ k
reflects (through the Bernoulli process) the probability of
whether topic k is utilized. The proposed HBP construction
is defined by drawing B ∼ BP(c0 , B0 ), and
B (ϑ) ∼ BP(c1 , B),

B (µ) ∼ BP(c1 , B), B (ν) ∼ BP(c1 , B)
P∞
µ
The measure B (µ) =
k=1 πk δβ k defines the probability
µ
πk that topic k is utilized by the authors, while similarly
P∞
ν
ν
B (ν) =
k=1 πk δβ k defines the probability πkPthat topic
∞
(θ)
θ
k is utilized across the venues, and B
=
k=1 πk δβ k
θ
defines the probability πk that topic k is utilized across
the document-dependent random effects. Since B is shared
across the draws for B (ϑ) , B (µ) and B (ν) , the topics reflected
by {β k } are also shared, but each has a unique set of probabilities {πkθ }, {πkµ } and {πkν } that the topics are utilized.
Note that for convenient implementation, one often employs a finite approximation for BP draws [32], with a truncation to Kmax topics. In this setting we have
πk ∼ Beta(c0 , c0 (1 − )), πkϑ ∼ Beta(c1 πk , c1 (1 − πk ))
πkµ ∼ Beta(c1 πk , c1 (1 − πk )), πkν ∼ Beta(c1 πk , c1 (1 − πk ))
where  = 1/Kmax .
For document n, cluster m for the authors, and cluster
m0 for the venues, we employ the Bernoulli process (BeP),
(ϑ)
(µ)
(ν)
yielding Xn ∼ BeP(B (ϑ) ), Xm ∼ BeP(B (µ) ) and Xm0 ∼
(ν)
BeP(B ), which can be expressed as
Xn(ϑ) =

K
max
X

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

(13)

(µ)

(µ)

(µ)

(14)

bnk δβk , bnk ∼ Bernoulli(πk )

k=1
(µ)
Xm
=

K
max
X

bmk δβk , bmk ∼ Bernoulli(πk )

k=1
(ν)

Xm0 =

K
max
X
k=1

(ν)

(ν)

(ν)

bm0 k δβk , bm0 k ∼ Bernoulli(πk ).

(15)

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

The binary vector bn = (bn1 , . . . , bnKmax )T defines which
of the Kmax topics are “on” (those for which bnk = 1). Since
the beta-Bernoulli process leads to a sparse set of non-zero
(ϑ)
bϑ
defines which topics the random effects
nk , the vector bn
associated with document n focuses on. The binary vectors
(µ)
(ν)
bm and bm0 similarly define which topics are focused on
by cluster m of the authors and cluster m0 of the venues
respectively. Completing the model, we have
(ϑ)

(ϑ)
ϑn ∼ Dir(b(ϑ)
), rk
n ◦r

µ∗m
ν ∗m

∼

Dir(b(µ)
m

∼

(ν)
Dir(bm

◦r
◦r

∼ Gamma(γ1 , 1)

(16)

),

(µ)
rk

∼ Gamma(γ2 , 1)

(17)

),

(ν)
rk

∼ Gamma(γ3 , 1)

(18)

(µ)

(ν)

where γ1 , γ2 and γ3 are hyperparameters and ◦ represents
the Hadamard (element-wise) product. Note, for example,
that ϑn will only have non-zero components for the topic
(ϑ)
indices k for which the components of bn are non-zero,
yielding the desired focused set of topics.
Relating the above discussion to the DP base measures Gµ
and Gν discussed in Section 2.2, Gµ is defined by the hierarchical combination of the HBP, Bernoulli process, and the
construction in (17), with Gν defined similarly. Further, the
ϑn in (6) is defined by the hierarchy of HBP, the Bernoulli
process, and the construction in (16).
(ϑ)
Denote Ωnk as the number of words associated with the
kth topic and assigned to the nth document’s random effect
(µ)
term ϑn , denote Ωmk as the number of words associated
with the kth topic and assigned to the mth author cluster
(ν)
µ∗m , and denote Ωmk as the number of words associated
with the kth topic and assigned to the mth venue cluster
ν ∗m . Following [28] and the derivations in [32],
Ωnk ∼ NB(bnk rk , 0.5)

(ϑ)

(ϑ) (ϑ)

(19)

(µ)
Ωmk

(µ) (µ)
NB(bmk rk , 0.5)

(20)

(ν) (ν)

(21)

∼

(ν)

Ωmk ∼ NB(bmk rk , 0.5)

where NB denotes the negative binomial distribution. The
above equations together with (16)-(18) can be used to infer
(ϑ)
(µ)
(ν)
the posterior distributions of rk , rk and rk .

3.

MCMC INFERENCE

We utilize MCMC inference to sample latent variables
from their conditional posterior distributions. The inputs for
cFTM include the text information {dn }n=1,N , author information {an }n=1,N , venue information {vn }n=1,N , the hyperparameters η, α, γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , g, h and the number of sticks
M (the setting of these parameters is discussed when presenting results).
I). For k = 1, 2, . . . , K,
(ϑ)
(µ)
(ν)
(a) Sample πk , πk , πk , πk . We sample πk with slice
sampling utilized in [33]. The rejection sampling proposed
in [27] may also be used to sample πk .
(ϑ)

p(πk |−) ∼ Beta(c1 πk +

N
X

(ϑ)

bnk , N + c1 (1 − πk ) −

n=1
(µ)

p(πk |−) ∼ Beta(c1 πk +

M
X

(ν)

V
X
m=1

(ϑ)

bnk )

n=1
(µ)

bmk , M + c1 (1 − πk ) −

m=1

p(πk |−) ∼ Beta(c1 πk +

N
X

M
X

(µ)

bmk )

m=1
(ν)

bmk , V + c1 (1 − πk ) −

V
X
m=1

(ν)

bmk ).

(ϑ)

(µ)

(ν)

(b) Sample rk , rk , rk ,γ1 , γ2 , γ3 .


Y
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
p(rk |−) ∝ Gamma(rk ; γ1 , 1)
NB Ωnk ; rk , 0.5
(ϑ)

n:bnk =1
(µ)



(µ)
(µ)
NB Ωmk ; rk , 0.5

Y

(µ)

p(rk |−) ∝ Gamma(rk ; γ2 , 1)

(µ)

m:bmk =1
(ν)



(ν)
(ν)
NB Ωmk ; rk , 0.5 .

Y

(ν)

p(rk |−) ∝ Gamma(rk ; γ3 , 1)

(ν)

m:bmk =1

The above equations are log differentiable with respect to
(ϑ)
(µ)
(ν)
rk , rk , rk , γ1 , γ2 and γ3 . Therefore, the Hybrid Monte
Carlo [17, 28] is utilized to sample them from their conditional posteriors. We may also use the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm to sample these values [32].
II). For m = 1, . . . , M , n = 1, . . . , N , sample the bi(ϑ)
(ϑ)
nary vector for the documents (bn1 , . . . , bnKmax ), the author
(µ)

(bm1 , . . . ,
(µ)
(ν)
(ν)
(ϑ)
bmKmax ) and the venue (bm1 , . . . , bmKmax ). When Ωnk > 0,
(ϑ)

(ϑ)

we have bnk ≡ 1. When Ωnk = 0, we have
(ϑ)

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

πk

(ϑ)

p(bnk = 1|−) ∝ πk NB(0; rk , 0.5) =

(ϑ)

(ϑ)

p(bnk = 0|−) ∝ (1 − πk ).
Similar formulations can be
III). Sample the variables

(22)

2rk

(23)

derived for bµ
mk
z: when hni1 =
(ϑ)

and
1

bνmk .

(ϑ)

p(zni = k|γn1 , ϑnk , w, z −ni , γ1 , πk , rk ) ∝ p(wni |β k )
Z
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
dϑnk p(zni |ϑnk )p(ϑnk |z −ni , γ1 , πk , rk ) ,
(24)
where z −ni defines all z but zni conditioned on the sparse
(ϑ)
binary vector bn and the gamma random variables r (ϑ) ,
the topic proportion vector ϑn is distributed according to
(ϑ)
a Dirichlet distribution. The sparse vector bn determines
the subset of topics over which the Dirichlet distribution
is defined and r (ϑ) determines the values of the Dirichlet
parameters at these points.
Z
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
p(ϑn |z −ni , πk , γ1 , rk ) ∝ drk
X
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
(ϑ)
Dir(ϑn |(Qn
) ◦ b(ϑ)
−i + r
n )p(bn , rk |γ1 , πk ) ,
(ϑ)

bn

where Qn
−i is the topic assignment statistic excluding word
wni . When hni2 = 1 or hni3 = 1, similar derivations are
constituted.
IV). Sample λn1 , λn2 , λn3 :
p((λn1 , λn2 , λn3 )|−) ∼


|dn |
|dn |
|dn |
X
X
X
Dir α +
hni1 , α +
hni2 , α +
hni3  .
i=1

i=1

(25)

i=1

V). Sample hni1 , hni2 , hni3 :
p(hni1 |−) ∝ λ1 Discrete(wni ; Φϑn )
p(hni2 |−) ∝ λ2 Discrete(wni , Φµ̂n )

(26)
(27)

p(hni3 |−) ∝ λ3 Discrete(wni ; Φν vn )

(28)

where Φ = [β 1 , · · · , β K ] ∈ RW ×K .

VI). Sample the stick lengths c0l :
p(c0l |−) ∼ Beta(1 + Nl , λµ +

M
X

Nm )

(29)

m=l+1

where Nm is the number of authors assigned to the mth
stick. The parameter λµ is inferred as in [20] and we similarly sample the stick lengths for venue clustering.

4.

RELATED MODELS

A topic model with biased propagation (TMBP) [6] was
recently proposed to discover latent semantic topics, while
leveraging contextual information such as the authors and
venue. However, in TMBP the number of topics and the
importance weights of the author and venue information on
word assignment have to be predefined, with cross-validation
often necessary.
A FTM using the Indian buffet process (IBP) compound
DP prior [28] is proposed as a nonparametric Bayesian topic
model to automatically determine the number of topics. The
FTM employs an IBP [12] to place binary weights on the
topics used within a given document, and therefore only a
subset of topics are used within a given document. This imposes that the model focuses on representing a document in
terms of a concise set of topics, which should be contrasted
with previous hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [26] models for a document corpus, in which each topic is manifested
in general with non-zero probability within a given document. The FTM decouples the across-document popularity
and within-document prevalence of topic usages, leading to
improved performance compared to the HDP [26]. However,
the FTM does not utilize contextual information such as the
authors and venue.
A key contribution of this paper concerns extending the
FTM to the class of problems considered by TMBP, thereby
developing a novel nonparametric model for a document corpus that infers a focused set of topics, while also leveraging
author/venue contextual information. Our cFTM model can
readily handle multiple types of context in a nonparametric Bayesian framework. We demonstrated in the experiments that such flexibility provides significantly better performance in the analysis of documents.
Concerning other related work, the author topic model
(ATM) [22] constitutes a representation in which topic distributions are tied to authors. The proposed cFTM extends
ATM by considering venue information in addition to author
identity, by inferring clusters of authors and venues, and by
doing so with focused topics (via use of HBP). Additionally,
the proposed cFTM has a “random effects” term ϑn that
accounts for situations in which a given document has topic
usage that is inconsistent with the expectations of a given
author or venue, increasing model flexibility, and allowing
detection of outlier documents. Other related work includes
NetPLSA [18], Laplacian PLSI [3], locally-consistent topic
model [4], and citation and social network analysis [19][24][5]
have been proposed for combining topic modelling and network structure. Graph-based semi-supervised learning [34]
[30] [31] and link analysis [2][29][15] have also been applied
to data mining [7][8]. However, these models did not explore
contextual information.

We evaluate the proposed cFTM on the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP) dataset1 and the NSF
Research Awards Abstracts (NSF) dataset2 , as considered
in [6]. The DBLP dataset is a collection of bibliographic
information on major computer science journals and proceedings. We use a DBLP subset3 containing the titles and
abstracts of N = 28569 documents, with W = 11771 words
in the vocabulary, A = 28702 authors and V = 20 conferences. Each conference is labeled with one of the four research areas: data mining, information retrieval, database,
and artificial intelligence; each document is given the same
label as the conference it appears in, and each author is labeled with the research area where he publishes the most
number of documents [23].
The NSF dataset is made up of N = 129000 abstracts
describing NSF awards for research from 1990 to 2003. We
consider a subset, containing N = 16405 documents and
A = 9989 investigators. These documents belong to the
largest 10 research programs, such as applied mathematics,
economics and geophysics. There are in total 20,717 links
between the documents and investigators and W = 18674
unique words. Note that there are no venue information for
this dataset.
We use both the accuracy (AC) and normalized mutual
information (NMI) described in [6] for
performance evaluaPn
δ(a ,map(li ))
, where
tions. The AC is defined as AC = i=1 ni
n denotes the total number of objects to be labeled, δ(x, y)
equals one if x = y and equals zero if x 6= y. The mapping function map(li ) maps each class label li to the corresponding label from the dataset. The mutual information
MI(C, C 0 ) between the labeled cluster C and the learned
cluster C 0 is defined as
X
p(ci , c0j )
(30)
MI(C, C 0 ) =
p(ci , c0j ) log2
p(ci )p(c0j )
0
0
ci ∈C,cj ∈C

where p(ci ) and p(c0j ) denote the probabilities that a document arbitrarily selected from the corpus belongs to the
clusters ci and c0j , respectively, and p(ci , c0j ) denotes the joint
probability that an arbitrarily selected document belongs to
the clusters ci as well as c0j at the same time. The NMI is
defined as MI(C, C 0 )/MI(C, C).
We compare the proposed cFTM with nine algorithms:
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [16], probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [14], laplacian probabilistic semantic indexing (Lap-PLSI) [3], latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [1], author-topic model (ATM) [22], rankingbased clustering (NetClus) [23], topic modeling with biased
propagation including the biased random walk framework
(TMBP-RW) and biased regularization framework (TMBPRegu) [6], and focused topic model (FTM) [28]. Note that
in the special case that λn1 = 1, λn2 = 0 and λn3 = 0, the
cFTM reduces to the FTM in which the contextual information is not utilized.
The parameter settings for the algorithms that are compared to are described in [6]. In cFTM, we set the parameters as α = 1/3, g = h = 10−6 , η = 0.05, c1 = 1, c0 = 1,
M = 20 and Kmax = 50. The gamma shape parameters
γ1 , γ2 , γ3 are given the prior of Gamma(5, 0.1) and they are
sampled with the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm [28]. The
1
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model proved insensitive to these parameter settings, and
many other related settings give similar results. For the
FTM and cFTM, we consider 6000 MCMC iterations, with
the first 3000 samples discarded as burn-in and the remaining ones collected.

5.1

Classification Performance Comparison

For the DPLP dataset, the cFTM infers 12 frequently used
topics, 10 author clusters (discarding clusters with less than
5 authors), and 4 venue clusters, according to the MCMC
sample with the maximum likelihood. With the topic proportion vector for each document learned by the cFTM, we
use the K-means to cluster these vectors into 4 and 10 classes
for the DBLP and NSF datasets, respectively, equal to the
number of labels in these two datasets (this is done only to
quantify performance relative to “truth,” allowing quantitative comparisons to other models; this is not a necessary step
in our actual model). Based on these classes, we calculate
the AC and NMI with the provided class labels.
As shown in Table 1, the proposed cFTM achieves the
best overall performance on the DBLP data, notably outperforming the state-of-the-art TMBP algorithm [6] in both
the document and author classifications, and having comparable results in venue classification. A characteristic distinguishing the cFTM from the TMBP algorithm [6] is that
the cFTM automatically learns the importance weights of
the author and venue information on word assignment, in
a document dependent manner, while the TMBP algorithm
fixes these weights to be the same for all the documents and
uses cross-validation to tune the values. Furthermore, in the
cFTM, the number of topics is automatically inferred with
the HBP prior and the author and venues are automatically
clustered with the DP, while in the TMBP algorithm [6],
the number of topics is tied to the number of class labels
and the author and venue clusterings are not considered. In
addition, the cFTM is able to decouple the across document
popularity and within document prevalence of the usages of
topics under the FTM framework, while the TMBP algorithm, building on the PLSA framework, does not have this
property. These differences may explain the performance
gain achieved by the cFTM.
We also report in Table 2 the document classification performance of different methods on the NSF data, where the
cFTM infers 35 topics and 26 investigator clusters. Among
these methods, the ATM, TMBP and cFTM have comparable performance, outperforming all the other methods. Since
in the NSF data, there is no venue information, the improvement of cFTM method over other methods is less significant
compared to the results in the DBLP dataset. Another reason is that the heterogeneous information network of NSF is
much sparser than that of DBLP: there are only 1.26 links
per document for the NSF, while there are 3.61 links per
document for the DBLP (here a “link” is defined as the connection between a investigator and a document) [6].

5.2

Inferred Author/Venue Relationships

We examine in detail the topic modeling and author and
venue clustering results of the cFTM, concentrating on the
DBLP data. Shown in Table 4 are typical topics characterized by their most-probable words, where Topics 4, 10,
6 and 11 correspond well to the research areas of database,
data mining, information retrieval and artificial intelligence,
respectively. For example, the top three key words of Topic

Table 2: Classification performance comparison of
different algorithms on the NSF dataset. Except
for the results of the FTM and cFTM, all the other
results were reported in [6].
Metric
NMF
PLSA
LapPLSI
LDA
ATM
NetClus
TMBP-RW
TMBP-Regu
FTM
cFTM

AC (Paper)
45.97
63.00
63.65
65.06
65.69
63.51
64.84
65.15
63.75
65.49± 0.57

NMI (Paper)
40.02 [6]
64.48 [6]
64.58 [6]
63.36 [6]
69.58 [6]
66.11 [6]
68.74 [6]
69.83 [6]
64.60
70.07 ±0.26

Figure 2: The topic usage probabilities of author
clusters inferred by the cFTM on the DBLP dataset.
Ten author clusters are inferred. We also show in
each cluster the names of the authors who have the
most number of publications. The horizontal axis
represents topic indices (see Table 3), and the vertical axis reflects the probability of each topic appearing in a author cluster.

4 (database) are “data”, “query” and “database” and the
top three key words of Topic 11 (artificial intelligence) are
“learning”, “methods” and “knowledge”. It is interesting to
notice that the top key words of Topic 7, such as “mining”,
“learning” and “retrieval”, appear frequently in both the data
mining and information retrieval research areas. We also notice several topics frequently used across the documents are
devoted to general terminology commonly found in all the
four research areas, e.g., the top key words of Topic 5 are
“method”, “developed” and “applied”. Compared to the top
words from the topics extracted from TMBP [6], the cFTM
method has the advantage that it absorbs the common words
across different areas into several globally popular topics,
while other topics focus on specific aspects of the corpus,
which are only used by a subset of the documents.
Shown in Figure 2 are the author clustering results on
the DBLP dataset. Based on the MCMC sample with the
maximum likelihood, the cFTM infers 10 author clusters

Table 1: Classification performance comparison of different algorithms on the DBLP dataset. Except for the
results of the FTM and cFTM, all the other results were reported in [6].
Object
Metric (%)
NMF
PLSA
LapPLSI
LDA
ATM
NetClus
TMBP-RW
TMBP-Regu
FTM
cFTM

Paper
AC
44.55
59.45
61.35
47.00
77.00
65.00
73.10
79.15
69.37
82.73
±0.65

Paper
NMI
22.92
32.75
33.93
20.48
52.21
40.96
53.13
59.16
43.51
62.91
±0.51

Author
AC
65.0
74.13
70.82
82.59
89.81
92.51
±0.71

in total, with the first four largest clusters and their representative authors shown in Figure 2. The largest cluster
(Cluster 1) contains about 4,700 authors and the smallest
cluster contains about 30 authors. As shown in Figure 2,
Cluster 1 consists of researchers in database, such as Christos Faloutsos, Divesh Srivestava and Hector Garcia-Molina.
The authors in Cluster 3 are experts focusing on information retrieval, such as Thomas Huang, Takeo Kanade and
Andrew Ng. Cluster 4 consists of authors who have publications in both data mining and artificial intelligence, such
as Qiang Yang, B. Liu and C.Lee Giles. Authors in Cluster 4 typically have frequently published papers not only in
artificial intelligence venues such as CIKM and WWW but
also in data mining venues such as KDD and SDM.
The author topic usage probability vector for each cluster
is also intuitive. Taking Cluster 1 for example, the topic
usage probability vector has a large weight on Topic 4, which
is characterized by words in database as shown in Table
4. The topic usage probability vector of Cluster 3 has a
large weight in Topic 6, which is characterized by words in
information retrieval. It is also not surprising that the usage
probabilities of Topic 5 across clusters have a low variance,
since Topic 5 contains common words frequently used in all
documents regardless their research areas.
The venue clustering results on the DBLP data with the
cFTM is investigated in Figure 4. We find that the venue
clustering results are also quite intuitive. For example, the
data mining conferences KDD, PKDD and PAKDD always
stay in the same cluster in all the 3000 collected MCMC
samples. Similarly, the database conferences ICDE, EDBT
and PODS share the same cluster in all the collection samples. Note that in 83% of the collection samples AAAI and
CVPR are in the same cluster, likely because AAAI consists of papers from both information retrieval and artificial
intelligence.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Employing nonparametric Bayesian priors, including the
Dirichlet process and hierarchical beta process, we propose
a new contextual focused topic model (cFTM). The cFTM
utilizes both the text and contextual information to model
a document corpus. It infers a set of semantically meaningful topics to summarize the corpus, as well as the re-

Author
NMI
37.97
40.67
47.43
67.76
74.25
76.20
±0.39

Venue
AC
80.0
79.75
81.75
82.75
81.97
±0.36

Venue
NMI
74.74
76.69
77.53
76.56
76.05
±0.43

Average
AC
44.55
68.15
60.70
47.00
75.57
71.86
79.15
83.90
69.37
85.73
±0.57

Average
NMI
22.92
48.49
33.37
20.48
46.44
55.03
66.14
69.99
43.51
71.72
±0.45

lational information between the authors and venues. It
automatically infers the number of topics, the number of
author and venue clusters, and the probabilistic importance
of the author and venue information on word assignment
in a document dependent manner. Efficient MCMC inference is presented. Example results on the DBLP and NSF
datasets are used to demonstrate the consistent and promising performance of the proposed cFTM, with quantitative
comparison to other state-of-the-art methods and intuitive
qualitative analysis. The computational expense of the proposed model is comparable to that of related topic models
[28]. In non-optimized Matlab, running on a 2.26GHz CPU
computer, each MCMC sample required approximately 2.3
seconds to compute, when considering the DBLP data.
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